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Abstract 26 

Previous studies have shown that timing of sensory stimulation during the cardiac cycle 27 

interacts with perception. Given the natural coupling of respiration and cardiac activity, we 28 

investigated here their joint effects on tactile perception. Forty-one healthy female and 29 

male human participants reported conscious perception of finger near-threshold electrical 30 

pulses (33% null trials) and decision confidence while electrocardiography, respiratory 31 

activity, and finger photoplethysmography were recorded. Participants adapted their 32 

respiratory cycle to expected stimulus onsets to preferentially occur during late inspiration / 33 

early expiration. This closely matched heart rate variation (sinus arrhythmia) across the 34 

respiratory cycle such that most frequent stimulation onsets occurred during the period of 35 

highest heart rate probably indicating highest alertness and cortical excitability. Tactile 36 

detection rate was highest during the first quadrant after expiration onset. Inter-37 

individually, stronger respiratory phase-locking to the task was associated with higher 38 

detection rates. Regarding the cardiac cycle, we confirmed previous findings that tactile 39 

detection rate was higher during diastole than systole and newly specified its minimum at 40 

250 - 300 ms after the R-peak corresponding to the pulse wave arrival in the finger. 41 

Expectation of stimulation induced a transient heart deceleration which was more 42 

pronounced for unconfident decision ratings. Inter-individually, stronger post-stimulus 43 

modulations of heart rate were linked to higher detection rates. In summary, we 44 

demonstrate how tuning to the respiratory cycle and integration of respiratory-cardiac 45 

signals are used to optimize performance of a tactile detection task. 46 

 47 
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Significance statement 50 

Mechanistic studies on perception and cognition tend to focus on the brain neglecting 51 

contributions of the body. Here, we investigated how respiration and heartbeat influence 52 

tactile perception: Respiration phase-locking to expected stimulus onsets corresponds to 53 

highest heart rate (and presumably alertness/cortical excitability) and correlates with 54 

detection performance. Tactile detection varies across the heart cycle with a minimum 55 

when the pulse reaches the finger and a maximum in diastole. Taken together with our 56 

previous finding of unchanged early ERPs across the cardiac cycle we conclude that these 57 

effects are not a peripheral physiological artifact but a result of cognitive processes that 58 

model our body's internal state, make predictions to guide behavior, and might also tune 59 

respiration to serve the task.  60 
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Introduction 61 

Our body senses signals from the outer world (exteroception), but also visceral signals from 62 

inside the body (interoception) and it has been shown that these two continuous types of 63 

perception interact (Critchley and Harrison, 2013; Critchley and Garfinkel, 2015; Babo-64 

Rebelo et al., 2016; Seth and Friston, 2016; Azzalini et al., 2019). For example, we have 65 

recently shown that tactile perception interacts with cardiac activity as conscious detection 66 

of near-threshold stimuli was more likely towards the end of the cardiac cycle (Motyka et 67 

al., 2019; Al et al., 2020) and was followed by a more pronounced deceleration of heart rate 68 

as compared to missed stimuli (Motyka et al., 2019). In line with increased detection during 69 

diastole, late (P300) cortical somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) were also higher 70 

during diastole as compared to systole (Al et al., 2020). A similar cardiac phase-dependency 71 

has also been revealed for visual sampling: microsaccades and saccades were more likely 72 

during systole, whereas fixations and blinks during diastole (Ohl et al., 2016; Galvez-Pol et 73 

al., 2020). Following an interoceptive predictive coding account, the very same brain model 74 

that predicts (e.g., cardiac-associated) bodily changes and suppresses their access to 75 

consciousness (as unwanted "noise") might also suppress perception of external stimuli 76 

which happen to coincide with those bodily changes (Allen et al., 2019). 77 

 Another dominant body rhythm that can even be regulated intentionally in contrast 78 

to cardiac activity is the respiration rhythm (Azzalini et al., 2019). Also for respiration, which 79 

naturally drives and is driven by cardiac activity (Kralemann et al., 2013; Dick et al., 2014), 80 

phase-dependency of behavior and perception has been reported. For instance, self-81 

initiated actions were more likely during expiration, whereas externally-triggered actions 82 

showed no correlation with the respiration phase (Park et al., 2020). Furthermore, 83 

inspiration onsets were reported to be phase-locked to task onsets which resulted in 84 
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greater task-related brain activity and increased task performance for visuospatial 85 

perception, memory encoding and retrieval, and fearful face detection (Huijbers et al., 86 

2014; Zelano et al., 2016; Perl et al., 2019). Respiratory phase locking has also been shown 87 

for brain rhythms and cortical excitability offering a neurophysiological basis for 88 

modulations of task performance and accordingly, phase locking to respiration has been 89 

interpreted as tuning the sensory system for upcoming information (Perl et al., 2019). Thus, 90 

for both, the cardiac cycle and the respiratory cycle, certain phases might also be beneficial 91 

for conscious perception and could be timed to paradigms instead of modelled as noise 92 

within an interoceptive predictive coding framework. While cardiac activity and respiration 93 

are closely interdependent, it remains unclear how they jointly shape perceptual processes. 94 

Our present study combined the observation of cardiac and respiratory activity with 95 

a paradigm that asked participants to report (a) detection of weak electrical pulses applied 96 

to their left index finger and (b) their decision confidence. Decision confidence was 97 

assessed to identify the link between metacognition and cardiorespiratory cycle effects on 98 

somatosensation. As we have previously shown that greater tactile detection during 99 

diastole corresponded to increased perceptual sensitivity and not to a more liberal response 100 

criterion (Al et al., 2020), we expected the cardiac cycle effect not to be a side-effect of 101 

unconfident perceptual decisions. Afferent fibers in the finger have been reported to be 102 

modulated by cardiac pressure changes which the brain has to ignore or filter out 103 

(Macefield, 2003). Thus, we measured photoplethysmography to investigate whether 104 

cardiac related movements in the finger caused by the blood pulse wave coincided with 105 

lower tactile detection during systole. Furthermore, we tried to capture early SEPs at the 106 
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upper arm to rule out differences in (peripheral) SEP amplitudes as explanation for altered 107 

conscious tactile perception across cardiac or respiratory cycles.  108 

This study setup was intended to address the following research questions: 109 

- Does the interaction of cardiac activity and conscious tactile perception depend on 110 

decision confidence? 111 

- What is the precise temporal relationship between suppressed tactile detection and 112 

the kinetics of the pulse wave in the finger? 113 

- Does conscious tactile perception vary across the respiratory cycle and what is the 114 

relationship to respiratory modulation of the heartbeat?  115 
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Methods 116 

Participants 117 

Forty-one healthy humans (21 women, mean age = 25.5, age range: 19-37) participated in 118 

the study. Participants were predominantly right-handed with a mean laterality index of 90, 119 

SD = 17 (Oldfield, 1971). For four participants, the mean laterality index was not available. 120 

 121 

Ethics statement 122 

All participants provided an informed consent. The experimental procedure and 123 

physiological measurements were approved by the ethics commission at the medical 124 

faculty of the University of Leipzig. 125 

 126 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 127 

The experiment was designed to capture tactile detection of near-threshold stimuli (50% 128 

detection) and trials without stimuli (0% detection) across the cardiac and respiratory cycle. 129 

This resulted in three main stimulus-response conditions: (a) correct rejections of trials 130 

without stimulation, (b) undetected (misses), and (c) detected near-threshold stimuli (hits). 131 

False alarms (yes-responses) during trials without stimulation were very rare (mean FAR = 132 

6%, SD = 6%) and thus not further analyzed. Additionally, participants reported their 133 

decision confidence which allowed us to split trials by confidence. 134 

We applied circular statistics to investigate whether conscious tactile perception 135 

was uniformly distributed across the cardiac and respiratory cycle or showed unimodal 136 

patterns. For each stimulus onset, the temporal distances to the preceding R-peak and 137 

expiration onset were calculated and put in relation to its current cardiac and respiratory 138 

cycle duration measured in degrees. Following for each participant, these angles were 139 
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averaged for hits, misses, and correct rejections. For each stimulus-response condition, the 140 

resulting distributions of mean angles were tested across participants with the Rayleigh 141 

test for uniformity (Landler et al., 2018) from the R package “circular” (Version 0.4-93). The 142 

application of circular statistics had two advantages: First, it accounted for cardiac and 143 

respiratory cycle duration variance within and between participants. Second, it allowed us 144 

to determine phases when detection differed without having to rely on arbitrary binning. 145 

However, it assumed that the different phases of the cardiac and respiratory cycle behave 146 

proportionally the same when cycle duration changes. That is why we complemented the 147 

circular statistics with a binning analysis that investigated the near-threshold detection rate 148 

for fixed time intervals relative to the preceding R-peak and expiration onset. 149 

In repeated-measures ANOVAs, Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used to adjust 150 

for the lack of sphericity. Post-hoc t-tests p-values were corrected for multiple comparisons 151 

with a false discovery rate (FDR) of 5% (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). 152 

 153 

Data and code availability 154 

The code to run and analyze the experiment is available at 155 

http://github.com/grundm/respirationCA. The behavioral and physiological data 156 

(electrocardiogram, respiration, and oximetry) can be shared by the corresponding author 157 

upon request if data privacy can be guaranteed. 158 

Stimuli and apparatus 159 

Somatosensory stimulation was delivered via steel wire ring electrodes to the left index 160 

finger with a constant current stimulator (DS5; Digitimer, United Kingdom). The anode was 161 

placed on the middle phalanx and the cathode on the proximal phalanx. The stimuli were 162 

single square-wave pulses with a duration of 0.2 ms and a near-threshold intensity (50% 163 
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detection rate) which was assessed prior to an experimental block with an automatic 164 

procedure as described in the last paragraph of the section Behavioral paradigm. The 165 

stimulator was controlled by the waveform generator NI USB-6343 (National Instruments, 166 

Austin, Texas) and custom MATLAB scripts using the Data Acquisition Toolbox (The 167 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). 168 

 169 

Behavioral paradigm 170 

Participants had to report whether they perceived an electrical pulse and whether this 171 

yes/no-decision was confident or not. The experiment was separated into four blocks. Each 172 

block consisted of 150 trials. Participants received a near-threshold stimulus in 100 trials 173 

(mean intensity = 1.96 mA, range: 0.76-3.22 mA). In 50 trials, there was no stimulation (33% 174 

catch trials). The order of near-threshold and catch trials was pseudo-randomized for each 175 

block and participant. In total, there were 400 near-threshold and 200 catch trials. 176 

Each trial started with a black fixation cross (black “+”) for a counterbalanced 177 

duration of 1.0-2.0 s (Figure 1). It was followed by a salmon-colored fixation cross (0.62 s) to 178 

cue the stimulation at 0.5 s after the cue onset. With the cue offset, the participants had to 179 

report the detection of a tactile stimulus (yes/no). After the yes/no-button press, a pause 180 

screen was displayed for 0.3 s, before the participants were asked to report their decision 181 

confidence (confident/unconfident). With pressing the button for “confident” or 182 

“unconfident”, the new trial started. For both reports, the maximum response time was 1.5 183 

s. Thus, the maximum possible trial duration was 5.8 s. 184 

Participants indicated their perception and decision confidence with the right index 185 

finger on a two-button box. The buttons were arranged vertically. The four possible button 186 

response mappings were counterbalanced across participants, so that the top button could 187 
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be assigned to “yes” or “no”, and “confident” or “unconfident” respectively for one 188 

participant. 189 

 190 

Figure 1. Experimental procedure and physiological parameters visualized for one exemplary trial. The tiles 191 

represent the participant’s visual display and the times given below indicate the presentation duration. The 192 

near-threshold electrical finger nerve stimulation was always 0.5 s after the cue onset (salmon-colored 193 

fixation cross). Here only one of four button response mappings is displayed (Y = yes; N = no; U = unconfident; 194 

C = confident). In total, 400 near-threshold trials and 200 trials without stimulation (33% catch trials) were 195 

presented in randomized order. Exemplary traces of electrocardiogram (ECG), finger photoplethysmography 196 

(PPG), and respiration belt below the trial procedure indicate that stimulus detection was analyzed relative to 197 

cardiac and respiratory cycles (0-360°). 198 

 199 

Prior to the experiment, participants were familiarized with the electrical finger 200 

nerve stimulation and an automatic threshold assessment was performed in order to 201 
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determine the stimulus intensity corresponding to the sensory threshold (50% detection 202 

rate). The threshold assessment entailed an up-and-down procedure (40 trials in the first 203 

run and 25 trials in subsequent runs) which served as a prior for the following Bayesian 204 

approach (psi method; 45 trials in first run and 25 trials in subsequent runs) from the 205 

Palamedes Toolbox (Kingdom and Prins, 2009) and closed with a test block (5 trials without 206 

stimulation and 10 trials with stimulation intensity at the threshold estimate by psi 207 

method). Based on the test block results for the psi method threshold estimate and 208 

weighting in the results of the up-and-down procedure, the experimenter selected a near-209 

threshold intensity candidate for the first experimental block. The visual display of the trials 210 

in the threshold assessment was similar to the trials in the experimental block (Figure 1) but 211 

without the confidence rating and a shorter fixed intertrial interval (0.5 s). If a block resulted 212 

in a detection rate diverging strongly from 50% (smaller than 25% or greater than 75%), the 213 

threshold assessment was repeated before the subsequent block to ensure a detection rate 214 

of about 50% throughout the whole experiment. The experimental procedure was 215 

controlled by custom MATLAB scripts using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Kleiner et al., 216 

2007). 217 

 218 

Electrocardiogram acquisition 219 

The electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded with the BrainAmp ExG (Brain Products, 220 

Gilching, Germany) between two adhesive electrodes that were placed on the sternum and 221 

just below the heart on the left side of the thorax. A ground electrode was placed on the 222 

acromion of the right shoulder. The sampling frequency was 5000 Hz for 39 participants. 223 

Two participants were recorded with 1000 Hz. 224 

 225 
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Respiration acquisition 226 

Respiration was measured with a respiration belt (BrainAmp ExG; Brain Products, Gilching, 227 

Germany). The belt with a pressure-sensitive cushion was placed at the largest expansion of 228 

the abdomen during inspiration. The sampling frequency was 5000 Hz for 39 participants. 229 

Two participants were recorded with 1000 Hz. 230 

 231 

Peripheral nerve activity acquisition 232 

To examine the possibility to measure somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) of peripheral 233 

nerve activity in response to near-threshold finger stimulation, two surface electrodes were 234 

placed with a distance of 2 cm at the left upper inner arm (below the biceps brachii) above 235 

the pathway of the median nerve in a sub-sample of 12 participants. The signal was 236 

recorded with a sampling rate of 5000 Hz, low-pass filtered at 1000 Hz, using a bipolar 237 

electrode montage (BrainAmp ExG; Brain Products, Gilching, Germany). 238 

 239 

Oximetry acquisition 240 

The photoplethysmography was recorded with a finger clip SpO2 transducer at the left 241 

middle finger at 50 Hz (OXI100C and MP150; BIOPAC Systems Inc., Goleta, California, 242 

USA). 243 

 244 

Behavioral data analysis 245 

The behavioral data was analyzed with R 4.0.3 in RStudio 1.3.10923. First, trials were 246 

filtered for detection and confidence responses within the maximum response time of 1.5 s. 247 

Second, only blocks were considered with a near-threshold hit rate at least five percentage 248 

points above the false alarm rate. These resulted in 37 participants with 4 valid blocks, 2 249 
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participants with 3 valid blocks and 2 participants with 2 valid blocks. The frequencies of the 250 

response “confident” for correct rejections, misses, and hits were compared with paired t-251 

tests. Furthermore, the detection and confidence response times and resulting trial 252 

durations were compared between correct rejections, misses, and hits with paired t-tests. 253 

The response times for hits and miss were additionally compared between confident and 254 

unconfident near-threshold trials. 255 

 256 

Cardiac data analysis 257 

ECG data was preprocessed with Kubios (Version 2.2) to detect R-peaks. For two 258 

participants, the first four and the first twenty-two trials respectively had to be excluded 259 

due to a delayed start of the ECG recording. Additionally, one block of one participant and 260 

two blocks of another participant were excluded due to corrupted ECG data quality based 261 

on visual inspection (no R-peak detection possible). 262 

First for correct rejections, misses, and hits, the circular distribution within the 263 

cardiac cycle was assessed with the Rayleigh test of uniformity and compared between the 264 

stimulus-response conditions with a randomization version of Moore's test for paired 265 

circular data (Moore, 1980) based on 10,000 permutations as implemented by (Pewsey et 266 

al., 2013). Additionally, this analysis was repeated for confident and unconfident hits and 267 

misses. 268 

Second, instead of the relative position within the cardiac cycle, near-threshold 269 

trials were binned to four time intervals based on their temporal distance from the previous 270 

R-peak (0 - 200 ms, 200 - 400 ms, 400 - 600 ms, and 600 - 800 ms). Then, dependent 271 

probabilities were calculated for each of the four possible outcomes (unconfident misses, 272 

confident misses, unconfident hits, and confident hits) given the time interval. The 273 
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probabilities were compared with t-tests between time intervals separately for each of the 274 

four possible outcomes. FDR-correction was applied across all 24 t-tests. Furthermore, we 275 

used linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) with maximum likelihood estimation (Laplace 276 

approximation; glmer function in R) to evaluate the cardiac cycle effect on confidence 277 

beyond detection in near-threshold trials. Models without (“confidence ~ detection + 278 

(1|participant)”) and with the cardiac cycle information (“confidence ~ detection + 279 

cos(cardiac_phase) + sin(cardiac_phase) + (1|participant)”) were then compared using the 280 

anova function in R.  281 

Additionally, we assessed whether metacognition changed across the cardiac cycle. 282 

For this purpose, response-specific meta-d’ was estimated for each cardiac interval using a 283 

hierarchical Bayesian model (MATLAB function fit_meta_d_mcmc_group.m) from the 284 

HMeta-d toolbox (Maniscalco and Lau, 2012; Fleming, 2017). Complementary to d’ for 285 

yes/no-detection tasks, meta-d’ measures the sensitivity to distinguish with confidence 286 

ratings correct from incorrect yes/no-decisions and is calculated separately for yes and no 287 

responses (false alarms vs. hits; misses vs. correct rejections). For estimating meta-d’, the 288 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method used three chains of 10.000 iterations with 289 

1000 burn-in samples and default initial values from JAGS. We also ensured that �̂� was < 1.1 290 

for all model parameters of interest, indicating convergence of the model fit (Fleming, 291 

2017). To account for perceptual sensitivity d’ in measuring metacognitive sensitivity meta-292 

d’, M-ratios were calculated (meta-d’ divided by d’ given yes or no response). An M-ratio of 293 

1 indicates that confidence ratings can perfectly discriminate between correct and incorrect 294 

responses (Fleming and Lau, 2014). Compared to model-free approaches, M-ratio controls 295 

for differences in first order performance (d') as well as response biases (c). For statistical 296 

testing whether M-ratios differed between yes/no-responses or cardiac cycle intervals, the 297 
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differences of the corresponding group-level M-ratio posterior distributions were calculated 298 

and assessed whether their 95% high-density intervals entailed zero or not (Kruschke, 2015; 299 

Fleming, 2017). The latter was interpreted as evidence for a difference. 300 

Third, we analyzed the interbeat intervals in the course of a trial between the 301 

stimulus-response conditions. For this, two interbeat intervals before, one during, and two 302 

after the stimulus onset were selected and compared with a two-way repeated measures 303 

ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests. To investigate whether changes of the interbeat interval 304 

length were caused by systole or diastole, we applied a trapezoidal area algorithm 305 

(Vázquez-Seisdedos et al., 2011) to detect T-waves within the first post-stimulus interbeat 306 

interval (“S+1”). The T-wave end defines the end of systole and the onset of diastole. 307 

Systole and diastole durations were averaged for each participant and stimulus-response 308 

condition (correct rejection, miss, hit) and compared between the conditions across 309 

participants with FDR-corrected t-tests. After visual inspection of T-wave detection results, 310 

two participants were excluded from the analysis, because the cardiac signal did not allow 311 

to consistently detect the T-wave. Additionally, in two trials of one participant the t-wave 312 

detection was not successful and 127 trials with a systole length three standard deviations 313 

below or above the participant mean at “S+1” were excluded. 314 

Furthermore, the relationship between heart slowing and detection performance 315 

was analyzed by calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficients between heart slowing (ratio 316 

from interbeat interval “Stimulus” to “S+1”) and near-threshold detection rate for (a) all 317 

trials and (b) correct rejections. 318 

 319 
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Oximetry data analysis 320 

Oximetry data was analyzed with custom MATLAB scripts to detect pulse wave peaks with 321 

a minimum peak distance based on 140 heartbeats per minute (25.7 s) and a minimum peak 322 

prominence equal to a tenth of the data range in each block. Pulse wave cycles with a 323 

duration 1.5 times the median duration of the respective block were excluded from further 324 

processing. In R, pulse wave cycle data were merged with the behavioral data to apply the 325 

same exclusion criteria. Pulse wave peaks were located in the cardiac cycle to assess the 326 

duration since the previous R-peak (pulse wave transit time, PWTT) and its relative position 327 

in degree within the cardiac cycle. 328 

 329 

Respiration data analysis 330 

After visual inspection of the respiration traces, respiratory cycle detection was performed 331 

following the procedure by Power et al. (2020). First, outliers were replaced in a moving 1-s 332 

window with linearly interpolated values based on neighboring, non-outlier values. Local 333 

outliers were defined as values of more than three local scaled median absolute deviations 334 

(MAD) away from the local median within a 1-s window (Power et al., 2020). MAD was 335 

chosen for its robustness compared to standard deviation which is more affected by 336 

extreme values. Subsequently, the data was smoothed with a 1-s window Savitzky-Golay 337 

filter (Savitzky and Golay, 1964) to facilitate peak detection. Traces were then z-scored to 338 

identify local maxima (inspiration onsets) and in the inverted trace local minima (expiration 339 

onsets) with the MATLAB findpeaks function. Local maxima and minima had to be at least 340 

2 s apart with a minimum prominence of 0.9 times the interquartile range of the z-scored 341 

data. Respiratory cycles were defined as the interval from one expiration onset to the next 342 
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expiration onset. For each participant, respiratory cycles with more than two times the 343 

median cycle duration were excluded from further analysis. 344 

For each stimulus-response condition and participant, the mean angle direction of 345 

stimulus onsets within the respiratory cycle and their circular variance across trials were 346 

calculated. The distribution of mean angles of each stimulus-response condition was tested 347 

for uniformity with the Rayleigh test. Circular variance was defined as V = 1-R, where R is 348 

the mean resultant length of each stimulus-response condition and participant with values 349 

between 0 and 1. Differences in circular variances between stimulus-response conditions 350 

were assessed with paired t-tests. To investigate whether respiration phase-locking showed 351 

a relationship with task performance, Pearson’s correlation coefficients between circular 352 

variance of respiration phases and near-threshold detection rate was calculated in (a) in all 353 

trials and (b) correct rejections. 354 

Furthermore, we investigated whether participants gradually aligned their 355 

respiration to the stimulus onset in the beginning of the experiment. For the first 30 trials, 356 

the difference between each trial’s stimulus onset angle and the mean angle within the first 357 

block was determined (“diff_angle2mean”). The trial angle difference from the mean was 358 

used as a dependent variable in a random-intercept linear regression based on maximum 359 

likelihood estimation with trial number as independent variable: “diff_angle2mean ~ 1 + 360 

trial + (1|participant)”. The fit of this model was compared with a random-intercept only 361 

model “diff_angle2mean ~ 1 + (1|participant)” in a χ²-test to assess the effect of trial 362 

number on the angle difference. This analysis included only the 37 participants with a valid 363 

first block and excluded trials with false alarms. 364 

Heart rate was analyzed across the respiratory cycle by assigning trials according to 365 

their respiration phase at stimulus onset to eight 45°-intervals. For each interval the 366 
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corresponding cardiac interbeat intervals at stimulus onset were averaged for each 367 

participant and compared with FDR-corrected t-tests. 368 

Lastly, we compared the respiratory cycle duration between stimulus-response 369 

conditions by performing a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests. 370 

Furthermore, the inspiration onset within each respiratory cycle was determined to 371 

statistically compare expiration and inspiration duration between stimulus-response 372 

conditions with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA. 373 

 374 

Phase-locking analysis between cardiac and respiratory activity 375 

The n:m (𝑛,𝑛 ∈ 𝑛) synchronization (Lachaux et al., 1999) was calculated in an inter-376 

trial setting for the stimulation onset as the following: 377 

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = |
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝑛

𝑛 =1

| 

𝜙𝑖 = 𝑛 𝑛
𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

 −  𝑛 𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑛  378 

where  𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛𝑛were the stimulation onset angles for the i-th trial within 379 

the respiratory (resp) and cardiac cycle (ecg), and j was the imaginary number. 380 

While 𝑛 = 1 was chosen for all participants, values for 𝑛 were selected by 381 

calculating the ratio of the cardiac and respiratory frequency rounded to the nearest 382 

integer. The frequencies were estimated based on the mean cardiac and respiratory 383 

cycle durations at stimulus onset. The inter-trial n:m synchronization at stimulation 384 

onset can provide information about the extent to which the weighted phase 385 

difference of the two signals stays identical over trials. The calculated phase-locking 386 

value (PLV) lies between zero and one, with zero indicating no inter-trial coupling 387 

and one showing a constant weighted phase-difference of the two signals at the 388 

stimulation time. 389 
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 390 

Somatosensory evoked potential analysis 391 

For the twelve participants with peripheral nerve recordings, stimulation artefacts were 392 

removed with a cubic monotonous Hermite spline interpolation from -2 s until 4 s relative 393 

to the trigger. Next, a 70-Hz high-pass filter was applied (4th order Butterworth filter 394 

applied forwards and backwards) and the data was epoched -100 ms to 100 ms relative to 395 

the trigger with -50 ms to -2 ms as baseline correction. Subsequently, epochs were 396 

averaged across for valid trials (yes/no and confidence response within maximum response 397 

time) with near-threshold stimuli and without stimulations.  398 
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Results 399 

Detection and confidence responses 400 

Participants (N = 41) detected on average 51% of near-threshold stimuli (SD = 16%) and 401 

correctly rejected 94% of catch trials without stimulation (SD = 6%). On average, 188 catch 402 

trials (range: 93-200) and 375 near-threshold trials (range: 191-400) were observed. 403 

Participants reported to be “confident” about their yes/no-decision in 88% of the correct 404 

rejections (SD = 13%), in 71% of the misses (SD = 21%), and in 62% of the hits (SD = 18%). 405 

The confidence rate differed significantly between all conditions in paired t-tests (CR vs. 406 

miss: p = 3 * 10-8; CR vs. hit: p = 1 * 10-9; miss vs. hit: p = 0.019). In total, we observed on 407 

average 184 misses (range: 58-303), 192 hits (range: 59-302), 177 correct rejections (range: 408 

72-198) and 11 false alarms (range: 0-36). Two-third of the participants (27) had less than 409 

ten false alarms and four participants had zero false alarms. Due to zero or very few 410 

observations, false alarms were not further analyzed. 411 

 In near-threshold trials, participants reported their yes/no-decision later than for 412 

correct rejections (mean ± SD: RTHit = 641±12 ms, RTMiss = 647±12 ms, RTCR = 594±10 ms; 413 

paired t-test hit vs. CR: p = 0.02, miss vs. CR: p = 3 * 10-8). The yes/no-response times for hits 414 

and misses did not differ significantly (p = 0.43). Additionally in unconfident compared to 415 

confident near-threshold trials, yes/no-responses were on average 221 ms slower (mean ± 416 

SD: RTNear_unconf = 789±11 ms, RTNear_conf = 569±9 ms; paired t-test: p = 2 * 10-16). Splitting 417 

near-threshold trials by confidence resulted in on average 49 unconfident misses (range: 6-418 

143), 135 confident misses (range: 29-289), 70 unconfident hits (range: 9-181), and 122 419 

confident hits (range: 24-277). 420 
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Cardiac cycle 421 

First, we addressed the question whether stimulus detection differed along the cardiac 422 

cycle. For hits, mean angles within the cardiac cycle were not uniformly distributed (R = 423 

0.34, p = 0.007; Figure 2), indicating a relation between cardiac phase and stimulus 424 

detection. Sixteen participants had a mean angle for hits in the last quarter of the cardiac 425 

cycle (270-360°). The Rayleigh tests were not significant for misses (R = 0.20, p = 0.18) and 426 

correct rejections (R = 0.05, p = 0.91). Additionally, we tested whether there was a bias for 427 

the presentation of near-threshold stimuli within the cardiac cycle and calculated a 428 

Rayleigh test for each participant. None of these tests was significant (all FDR-corrected p > 429 

0.31). With a randomization version of Moore's test for paired circular data based on 10,000 430 

permutations the distributions of correct rejections, misses, and hits were statistically 431 

compared to each other. The distribution of hits and misses differed significantly (R = 1.27, 432 

p = 0.01), whereas the distributions of correct rejections and misses (R = 0.84, p = 0.13), and 433 

correct rejections and hits did not (R = 0.41, p = 0.62). 434 

 435 

Figure 2. Distribution of mean angles (stimulus onset relative to cardiac cycle) for (A) correct rejections 436 

(green), (B) misses (purple), and (C) hits (red). Each dot indicates the mean angle of one participant. The line 437 
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around the inner circle shows the density distribution of these mean angles. The direction of the arrow in the 438 

center indicates the mean angle across the participants while the arrow length represents the mean resultant 439 

length R. The resulting p-value of the Rayleigh test of uniformity is noted below. 440 

 441 

Second, we repeated the analysis by splitting near-threshold trials based on the reported 442 

decision confidence (Figure 3). The unimodal distribution was also present for confident hits 443 

(R = 0.38, p = 0.002) but not for unconfident hits (R = 0.10, p = 0.69). Eighteen participants 444 

had a mean angle for confident hits in the last quarter of the cardiac cycle (270-360°). 445 

Confident misses also showed a unimodal distribution (R = 0.28, p = 0.04). Unconfident 446 

misses (R = 0.22, p = 0.14), confident correct rejections (R = 0.005 p = 1.00) and unconfident 447 

correct rejections (R = 0.01, p = 1.00) did not support rejecting the null hypotheses of a 448 

uniform distribution. Two participants were excluded from the analysis of unconfident 449 

correct rejections due to zero unconfident correct rejections (mean n = 20, SD = 22, range: 450 

0-88).  451 

 Third, near-threshold trials were analyzed regarding their dependent probabilities of 452 

the four possible outcomes (unconfident misses, confident misses, unconfident hits, 453 

confident hits) given one of four time intervals after the R-peak (0 - 200 ms, 200 - 400 ms, 454 

400 - 600 ms, 600 - 800 ms). FDR-corrected t-tests between time intervals for each outcome 455 

resulted in significant differences only for confident hits between the last interval (600 -456 

800 ms) and the three other intervals (0 - 200 ms: p = 0.012; 200 - 400 ms: p = 0.0008; 400 -457 

600 ms: p = 0.0012). The significant comparison of linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) 458 

without and with the cardiac cycle information (χ² = 11.2, p = 0.004), indicated that the 459 

cardiac cycle explained variance of confidence decisions beyond their relationship with 460 

hit/miss responses. 461 
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 Metacognitive efficiency was assessed across the cardiac cycle with response-462 

specific M-ratios for each interval based on Bayesian hierarchical models (Fleming et al., 463 

2017) for yes/no-responses (mean number of no-responses per cardiac interval = [88, 90, 84, 464 

67], SD = [25, 24, 25, 29]; mean number of no-responses per cardiac interval = [50, 48, 49, 465 

38], SD = [22, 22, 21, 17]). The means of the group-level M-ratio posterior distribution for 466 

no-responses were all below 1 across the cardiac cycle (Figure 4; mean group-level posterior 467 

distribution M-ratio(no) = [0.59, 0.56, 0.59, 0.58], SD = [0.75, 0.52, 0.45, 0.34]) whereas this 468 

was not the case for yes-responses: While the mean of the group-level M-ratio posterior 469 

distribution for yes-responses was below 1 at 0 - 200 ms after the R-peak, it was above 1 at 470 

200 - 400 ms, and stabilized a bit below 1 at 400 - 800 ms (mean group-level posterior 471 

distribution M-ratio(yes) = [0.81, 1.05, 0.93, 0.95], SD = [0.36, 0.09, 0.23, 0.15]). 472 

 For each cardiac cycle interval, the difference of the group-level M-ratio posterior 473 

distribution between yes/no-responses was assessed with 95% high-density intervals (HDI). 474 

For 200 - 400 ms and 600 - 800 ms, the 95% HDIs did not entail zero, thus providing 475 

evidence that metacognitive efficiency was higher for yes compared to no-responses. 476 

When comparing the group-level M-ratio posterior distribution between subsequent 477 

cardiac cycle intervals within yes/no-responses, the 95% HDIs always entailed zero. Hence, 478 

there was no statistical evidence for an overall modulation of metacognition across the 479 

cardiac cycle. 480 
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 481 

Figure 3. Circular distribution within the cardiac cycle of unconfident/confident trials and 482 

unconfident/confident misses and hits (A-F), dependent probabilities of unconfident/confident miss/hit at four 483 

time intervals after the R-peak (G), and metacognitive efficiency across the cardiac cycle (H). The distributions 484 

of mean angles (stimulus onset relative to cardiac cycle) are shown for (A) all unconfident trials (correct 485 

rejections, misses, and hits), (B) unconfident misses (red), (C) unconfident hits (red), (D) all confident trials 486 

(correct rejections, misses, and hits), (E) confident misses (blue), and (F) confident hits (blue). In A-F, each dot 487 

indicates the mean angle of one participant. The line around the inner circle shows the density distribution of 488 
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these mean angles. The direction of the arrow in the center indicates the mean angle across the participants 489 

while the arrow length represents the mean resultant length R. The resulting p-value of the Rayleigh test of 490 

uniformity is noted below and written in bold if significant. G, Mean dependent probabilities for the four 491 

possible outcomes of near-threshold trials given a time interval since the previous R-peak. The numbers for 492 

one time interval do not add up exactly to 100% across confident/unconfident misses and hits because of 493 

rounding and showing the mean across participants. The asterisks between the bars for confident hits 494 

indicate significant FDR-corrected t-tests. 495 

 496 

Figure 4. Response-specific metacognitive efficiency (M-ratios) across the cardiac cycle. At four cardiac 497 

intervals after the R-peak (A, C, E, G) the posterior distributions of group-level M-ratios are shown for no 498 
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(pink; correct rejection vs. miss) and yes-responses (green; hit vs. false alarm). On top of these histograms of 499 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samples, boxplots represent the participant-level M-ratios for yes/no-500 

responses. M-ratios of 1 indicate that confidence ratings can perfectly discriminate between correct and 501 

incorrect responses. M-ratios below 1 indicate inefficient metacognition. The second column shows the 502 

difference between the posterior distributions of yes/no-responses as the 95% high-density intervals (HDI) at 503 

the four cardiac cycle intervals (B, D, F, H). The last row shows the 95% HDIs between subsequent cardiac 504 

intervals (bini+1 - bini) for yes/no-responses (I, J).  These 95% HDIs indicate a credible difference between the 505 

corresponding group-level M-ratios if zero (red vertical line) is not included (D, H). 506 

 507 

Cardiac interbeat interval 508 

For each stimulus-response condition (hit, miss, and correct rejection), we extracted the 509 

interbeat interval entailing the stimulus onset, as well as the two preceding and subsequent 510 

interbeat intervals (Figure 5A). We used a two-way repeated measures ANOVA to test the 511 

factors time and stimulus-response condition, and their interaction on interbeat intervals. 512 

The main effect of time (F(2.73,109.36) = 35.60, p = 3 x 10-15) and the interaction of time and 513 

stimulus-response condition (F(4.89,195.55) = 4.92, p = 0.0003) were significant. There was 514 

no significant main effect of stimulus-response condition on interbeat intervals 515 

(F(1.42,56.75) = 2.35, p = 0.12). Following, post-hoc t-tests were calculated at each interbeat 516 

interval between the stimulus-response conditions (5 x 3) and within each stimulus-517 

response condition between subsequent interbeat intervals (3 x 4), resulting in 27 FDR-518 

corrected p-values. At “S+1”, the interbeat intervals (IBI) for hits were significantly longer 519 

than for misses (ΔIBI = 5.2 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.024) and correct rejections (ΔIBI = 520 

4.4 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.017). The interbeat intervals between misses and correct 521 

rejections did not differ significantly (FDR-corrected p = 0.62). At “S+2”, the interbeat 522 

intervals for hits were still longer compared to correct rejections (ΔIBI = 5.3 ms, FDR-523 
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corrected p = 0.014) but not to misses (FDR-corrected p = 0.25). Within each stimulus-524 

response condition (hit, miss, and correct rejection) subsequent interbeat intervals differed 525 

significantly (FDR-corrected p < 0.005). Furthermore, the heart slowing ratio in all trials as 526 

well as in correct rejections (interbeat interval “Stimulus” to “S+1”) was correlated with 527 

near-threshold detection rate. This resulted in a strong correlation of heart slowing and 528 

detection task performance across participants (all trials: r = 0.53, p = 0.0004; correct 529 

rejections: r = 0.58, p = 0.00006). 530 

 To determine whether the longer interbeat intervals at “S+1” for hits as compared to 531 

misses and correct rejections, was due to longer systole or diastole, we automatically 532 

detected the T-wave end to separate both cardiac phases for statistical comparison. At 533 

“S+1”, the length of systoles was on average 324 ms (SD = 24 ms), and the length of 534 

diastoles 535 ms (SD = 107). Only diastoles for hits were significantly longer compared to 535 

misses (ΔIBI = 6.3 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.006) and correct rejections at “S+1” (ΔIBI = 536 

5.1 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.006). Systoles at “S+1” showed no significant differences 537 

between the three conditions (hit vs. miss: FDR-corrected p = 0.81; hit vs. CR: FDR-538 

corrected p = 0.81; miss vs. CR: FDR-corrected p = 0.81). 539 
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 540 

Figure 5. Interbeat intervals before and after the stimulus onset for (A) correct rejections (green), misses 541 

(purple), and hits (orange), and for (B) confident (blue) and unconfident (red) decisions. Confidence bands 542 

reflect within-participant 95% confidence intervals. The label “Stimulus” on the y-axis indicates the cardiac 543 

cycle when the stimulation or cue only were present. The labels “S-1” and “S+1” indicate the preceding and 544 

following intervals respectively. In A, the two asterisks “**” at “S+1” indicate significant FDR-corrected t-tests 545 
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between hits and misses, and between hits and correct rejections. The one asterisk “*” at “S+2” in A indicates 546 

a significant FDR-corrected t-test between hits and correct rejections. In B, the asterisks at “S+1” and “S+2” 547 

indicate significant FDR-corrected t-tests between confident and unconfident decisions. The lines with 548 

asterisks on the bottom indicate significant FDR-corrected t-tests for subsequent interbeat intervals within all 549 

conditions. In C and D, the ratio of interbeat intervals at "S+1" and "S+2" relative to "Stimulus" are shown for 550 

unconfident / confident misses and hits. The boxplots indicate the median (centered line), the 25%/75% 551 

percentiles (box), 1.5 times the interquartile range or the maximum value if smaller (whiskers), and outliers 552 

(dots beyond the whisker range). The asterisks between the boxplots indicate significant FDR-corrected t-553 

tests. 554 

 555 

Furthermore, interbeat intervals of trials with confident and unconfident decisions 556 

independent of stimulus presence and yes/no-response (excluding false alarms) were 557 

compared with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Figure 5B). The main effects time 558 

(F(2.71, 108.31) = 42.37, p = 2 x 10-16) and confidence (F(1,40) = 5.36, p = 0.026), as well as the 559 

interaction of time and confidence were significant (F(2.73, 109.05) = 30.79, p = 2 x 10-16). 560 

Post-hoc t-tests between the two confidence categories for each interbeat interval (1 x 5) 561 

and within each confidence category between subsequent interbeat intervals (2 x 4) 562 

revealed significant longer post-stimulus interbeat intervals for unconfident compared to 563 

confident decisions at “S+1” (ΔIBI = 4.6 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.005) and “S+2” (ΔIBI = 564 

10.6 ms, FDR-corrected p = 6 x 10-7). All subsequent interbeat intervals differed significantly 565 

within each confidence category (FDR-corrected p < 0.05). When repeated for near-566 

threshold trials only, the difference between confidence categories was still present within 567 

each awareness condition: unconfident hits and misses showed longer interbeat intervals at 568 

“S+2” compared to confident hits (ΔIBI = 5.7 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.047) and confident 569 

misses respectively (ΔIBI = 10.2 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.008). 570 
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 Additionally, we tested whether the post-stimulus heart slowing ratio (interbeat 571 

interval "S+1" and "S+2" relative to "Stimulus") differed in near-threshold trials between 572 

detection and confidence (Figure 5C, D). This approach has the advantage to account for 573 

the preceding interbeat interval "Stimulus" when comparing the interbeat interval 574 

differences at "S+1" and "S+2". A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a main 575 

effect between confidence categories ("S+1": F(1, 40) = 11.27, p = 0.02; "S+2": F(1, 40) = 576 

28.98, p = 0.000003) but not for detection ("S+1": F(1, 40) = 4.04, p = 0.051; "S+2": F(1, 40) = 577 

0.13, p = 0.73). At "S+1", post-hoc t-tests showed significant lower heart slowing ratios 578 

relative to "Stimulus" for confident misses compared to unconfident misses (FDR-corrected 579 

p = 0.001), unconfident hits (FDR-corrected p = 0.00002), and confident hits (FDR-correct p 580 

= 0.04). At "S+2", heart slowing ratios relative to "Stimulus" were significantly lower for 581 

confident misses compared to unconfident misses (FDR-corrected p = 0.0001) and 582 

unconfident hits (FDR-corrected p = 0.0002), and for confident hits compared to 583 

unconfident hits (FDR-correct p = 0.001) and unconfident misses (FDR-correct p = 0.0004). 584 

 585 

Pulse wave relative to electric cardiac cycle 586 

Next to the electric cardiac cycle, we assessed whether stimulus detection was dependent 587 

on the pulse wave cycle measured at the left middle finger. Pulse wave peaks were located 588 

in the cardiac cycle by calculating the time to the preceding R-peak: the pulse wave transit 589 

time (PWTT) and the PWTT relative to its current cardiac cycle in degree. The PWTT was on 590 

average 405 ms (SD = 24 ms, range: 354 - 439 ms). The pulse wave peak occurred on 591 

average in the middle of the cardiac cycle (mean angle MPWTT = 178°, R = 0.91, p = 0) after 592 

the mean angle of confident misses (MConfident miss = 96°) and before the mean angle of 593 

confident hits (MConfident hit = 325°). 594 
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 For putting the observed correlations between detection and the cardiac cycle in 595 

relation to the pulse wave peak, the analysis of near-threshold hit rates during different 596 

stimulus onset intervals after the R-peak was repeated limited to 0 - 400 ms with shorter 597 

intervals (50 ms) and without splitting by confidence. A one-way repeated-measures 598 

ANOVA showed a main effect by time interval on near-threshold detection rate (F(5.64, 599 

225.46) = 3.15, p = 0.007). The near-threshold hit rates were significantly decreased before 600 

the pulse wave peak (mean PWTT = 405 ms) during the interval of 250 - 300 ms compared to 601 

the interval of 0 - 50 ms (FDR-corrected p = 0.038). The interval 250 - 300 ms was plotted on 602 

the average pulse wave locked to the preceding R-peak and its slope (difference between 603 

adjacent samples, first derivative) to determine the onset of the pulse wave arrival in the 604 

finger. The first derivatives of participant's mean pulse waves showed that after 250 ms the 605 

pulse wave slopes substantially increased indicating the onset of the arriving pulse waves 606 

(Figure 6B). 607 
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 608 

Figure 6. Pulse wave and detection relative to cardiac cycle. (A) Mean pulse waves measured at the left 609 

middle finger across all participants (red thick line) and for each participant (colored thin lines) locked to 610 

preceding R-peak. (B) First derivative of the mean pulse waves indicating the onset of the arriving pulse wave 611 
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in the finger. The time window with the lowest detection rate is indicated with vertical thick black lines. (C) 612 

Detection rate of near-threshold trials in 50-ms stimulus onset intervals since preceding R-peak. The black 613 

dots indicate the mean across participants. The blue line is the locally smoothed loess curve with a 95% 614 

confidence interval (grey) across these means.  615 

 616 

Respiratory cycle 617 

First, we investigated whether conscious tactile perception depends on the stimulus onset 618 

relative to the respiratory cycle. Thus, we calculated the mean angles for hits, misses, and 619 

correct rejections for each participant and tested their circular distribution with the 620 

Rayleigh test of uniformity. For all conditions, uniformity was rejected in favor of an 621 

alternative unimodal distribution (correct rejections: R = 0.58, p = 4 x 10-7; misses: R = 0.54, p 622 

= 2 x 10-6; hits: R = 0.65, p = 1 x 10-8; Figure 7). These unimodal distributions were centered 623 

at stimulus onset for the three conditions (mean angle Mcorrect rejection= 3.2°, Mmiss = 5.0°, and 624 

Mhit = 15.1°). Furthermore, we analyzed the circular distribution for each participant and 625 

stimulus-response condition. For hits, 38 of 41 participants showed a significant Rayleigh 626 

test after FDR-correction. For misses, 30 participants had a significant Rayleigh test, and for 627 

correct rejections, 32 participants. To assess whether the strength of the respiration locking 628 

differed significantly between hits, misses, and correction rejections, the circular variance 629 

of stimulus onset angles across trials was calculated for each stimulus-response condition 630 

and compared with t-tests. Hits had a lower circular variance than misses (ΔV = -0.044, t(40) 631 

= -3.17, p = 0.003) and correct rejections (ΔV = -0.035, t(40) = -2.78, p = 0.008), i.e., exhibited 632 

a stronger clustering around the mean direction. There was no significant difference in 633 

circular variance between misses and correct rejections (p = 0.44). Furthermore, the circular 634 

variance of respiration phases in all trials as well as in correct rejections showed a negative 635 
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medium correlation with near-threshold detection rate across participants (all trials: r = -636 

0.38, p = 0.013; correct rejections: r = -0.41, p = 0.008). 637 

 We tested whether detection rates differed along the respiratory cycle. Thus, we 638 

binned near-threshold trials based on their relative position within the respiratory cycle in 639 

four quadrants (0-90°, 90-180°, 180-270°, and 270-360°), a one-way repeated-measures 640 

ANOVA was significant for the main effect quadrant on near-threshold detection rate 641 

(F(2.64,105.44) = 3.69, p = 0.018). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that only the first quadrant (0-642 

90°) showed significantly greater hit rates (HR) compared to all other quadrants (90-180°: 643 

ΔHR = 3.8%, FDR-corrected p = 0.03; 180-270°: ΔHR = 3.7%, FDR-corrected p = 0.03; 270-644 

360°: ΔHR = 2.3%, FDR-corrected p = 0.04). 645 

 Comparing cardiac interbeat intervals between eight 45°-intervals across the 646 

respiratory cycle showed a significant increase of interbeat intervals starting with the onset 647 

of expiration (increase from 0° to 225°), and a decrease starting with the onset of 648 

inspiration (decrease from 225° to 360°; Figure 7E). The inspiration onset was on average at 649 

211° (range: 187-250°) within the respiratory cycle which started with the expiration onset 650 

(R = 0.97, p = 3 x 10-16). 651 
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 652 

Figure 7. Circular distribution of mean stimulus onsets relative to the respiratory cycle for (A) correct 653 

rejections (green), (B) misses (purple), and (C) hits (red). Zero degree corresponds to expiration onset. Each 654 

dot indicates the mean angle of one participant. The grey lines originating in the center of the inner circle 655 
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represent the resultant lengths Ri for each participant’s mean angle. A longer line indicates a less dispersed 656 

intra-individual distribution (Vi = 1-Ri). The direction of the arrow in the center indicates the mean angle across 657 

the participants while the arrow length represents the mean resultant length R. The line around the inner 658 

circle shows the density distribution of these mean angles. The resulting p-value of the Rayleigh test of 659 

uniformity is noted below. D, Histogram of respiration phases. Cumulative number of trials across all trials 660 

and participants for the relative position of the stimulus onset within the respiratory cycle binned in 20°-661 

intervals from 0° to 360°. The Rayleigh test across all trials and participants was significant (R = 0.18, p = 2 x 662 

10-291). E, Detection rates for each quadrant of the respiratory cycle. Lines with p-values above the boxplots 663 

indicate significant FDR-corrected t-tests of all possible combinations. F, Interbeat interval (IBI) differences 664 

for each eighth of the respiratory cycle relative to the first eighth (0-45°). The boxplots (E, F) indicate the 665 

median (centered line), the 25%/75% percentiles (box), 1.5 times the interquartile range or the maximum 666 

value if smaller (whiskers), and outliers (dots beyond the whisker range). 667 

 668 

Second, the distribution of mean angles was assessed for confident and unconfident 669 

decisions. Hits, misses, and correct rejections were split by decision confidence and the 670 

resulting distributions were evaluated with the Rayleigh test for uniformity. All stimulus-671 

response conditions showed for unconfident and confident decisions a significant unimodal 672 

distribution locked around the stimulus onset: unconfident correct rejections (mean angle 673 

Munconf_CR = 18.3°; R = 0.41, p = 0.001), confident correct rejections (Mconf_CR = 2.2°; R = 0.58, p 674 

= 4 x 10-7), unconfident misses (Munconf_miss = 13.4°; R = 0.45, p = 0.0001), confident misses 675 

(Mconf_miss = 6.7°, R = 0.51; p = 0.00001), unconfident hits (Munconf_hit = 10.4°; R = 0.51, p = 676 

0.0001), and confident hits (Mconf_hit = 15.2°; R = 0.67, p = 4 x 10-9). Two participants had zero 677 

unconfident correct rejections and were not considered in the respective Rayleigh test. 678 

Third, in order to examine aforementioned phase effects further, we investigated 679 

whether participants adjusted their respiration rhythm to the paradigm in the beginning of 680 

the experiment. Thus for the first 30 trials of the first block, a random-intercept linear 681 
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regression model with maximum likelihood estimation (lmer function in R) was calculated 682 

to evaluate the effect of trial number on trial angle difference from the mean for each 683 

participant. The angle difference was determined between the stimulus onset angle within 684 

the respiratory cycle of each trial and the mean of all angles in the first block 685 

(“diff_angle2mean”). This analysis included 37 participants with a first block and excluded 686 

trials with false alarms. Comparing the model “diff_angle2mean ~ 1 + trial + (1|participant)” 687 

with a random intercept-only model “diff_angle2mean ~ 1 + (1|participant)” revealed an 688 

effect of trial on the difference to the angle mean within the first 30 trials of the first block 689 

(χ² = 5.84, p = 0.016). The fixed-effect slope was b1 = -0.47 and the mean of the random-690 

intercepts b0 = 79.7 (diff_angle2mean = b1 * trial + b0). 691 

 692 

Respiratory cycle duration 693 

Given the previously reported heart slowing during conscious tactile perception (Motyka et 694 

al., 2019), we tested whether a similar effect was also present in the respiratory rhythm. 695 

Indeed, the mean duration of respiratory cycles differed between response categories 696 

(Figure 8), as indicated by a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA (F(1.49, 59.61) = 13.11, p = 697 

0.0001). Post-hoc t-tests showed that respiratory cycles accompanying misses (mean t = 698 

3.86 s) were significantly longer than respiratory cycles with correct rejections (mean t = 699 

3.82 s, Δt = 40 ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.002) and with hits (mean t = 3.77 s, Δt = 91 ms, FDR-700 

corrected p = 0.0002). Respiratory cycles with hits were also significantly shorter than 701 

correct rejections (Δt = 50  ms, FDR-corrected p = 0.014). 702 

Additionally, we analyzed whether the respiratory cycle duration differed between 703 

confident and unconfident hits and misses. There was a main effect by detection (F(1, 40) = 704 

14.64, p = 0.0004) but not by confidence (F(1, 40) = 1.15, p = 0.29) on respiratory cycle 705 
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duration in a two-way repeated measures ANOVA. The interaction of detection and 706 

confidence was not significant (F(1, 40) = 0.83, p = 0.37). 707 

Furthermore, we determined the expiration and inspiration duration for each 708 

respiratory cycle and compared them between hits, misses, and correct rejections. A two-709 

way repeated measures ANOVA showed significant main effects of respiration phase 710 

(expiration longer than inspiration: F(1, 40) = 125.03, p = 7 x 10-14) and stimulus-response 711 

condition (F(1.45, 58) = 12.25, p = 0.00002). The interaction of respiration phase and 712 

stimulus-response condition was not significant (F(1.58, 63.15) = 0.22, p = 0.75). None of the 713 

six post-hoc t-tests between stimulus-response conditions for each respiration phase was 714 

significant after FDR-correction. The uncorrected p-values did not show evidence that the 715 

respiratory cycle duration differences were caused by the expiration or inspiration phase 716 

(expiration - correct rejection vs. miss: p = 0.04; correct rejection vs. hit: p = 0.21; miss vs. 717 

hit: p = 0.02; inspiration - correct rejection vs. miss: p = 0.09; correct rejection vs. hit: p = 718 

0.06; miss vs. hit: p = 0.01). 719 

 720 

Figure 8. Mean respiratory cycle duration in seconds for correct rejections (green), misses (purple), and hits 721 

(red). The boxplots indicate the median (centered line), the 25%/75% percentiles (box), 1.5 times the 722 
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interquartile range or the maximum value if smaller (whiskers), and outliers (dots beyond the whisker range). 723 

Significant post-hoc t-tests are indicated above the boxplot with a black bar and the respective FDR-corrected 724 

p-value.  725 
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Phase-locking between cardiac and respiratory activity 726 

Due to the natural coupling of cardiac and respiratory rhythms (Dick et al., 2014), we 727 

investigated whether phase-locking of both rhythms is associated with conscious tactile 728 

perception. Phase-locking values (PLVs) were calculated across trials using n:m 729 

synchronization (Tass et al., 1998; Lachaux et al., 1999) to account for the different 730 

frequency bands of the two signals. PLVs were compared between hits, misses, and correct 731 

rejections with a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. The ANOVA showed no significant 732 

main effect of stimulus-response condition on PLVs between cardiac and respiratory 733 

activity (F(1.98,79.15) = 1.72, p = 0.19). 734 

 735 

Peripheral nerve activity 736 

For the sub-sample of twelve participants with peripheral nerve recordings at the left upper 737 

arm, there was no somatosensory evoked potential associated with near-threshold stimuli. 738 

Also, the grand mean across participants did not show a difference between trials with and 739 

without near-threshold stimulation. We concluded that near-threshold stimulation 740 

intensities (in the given sub-sample on average 1.88 mA, range: 0.79-2.50 mA) did not 741 

produce sufficiently high peripheral somatosensory evoked potentials to measure them 742 

non-invasively from the inner side of the upper arm. Hence, we did not further pursue the 743 

analysis of peripheral somatosensory evoked potentials. (Yet note that peripheral 744 

somatosensory evoked potentials were observed in a pilot study with the same acquisition 745 

setup but applying super-threshold stimulation intensities of 6 mA.)  746 
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Discussion 747 

In this study, we confirm our previous finding that stimulus detection varies along the 748 

cardiac cycle (Motyka et al., 2019; Al et al., 2020, 2021). With the additional recording of 749 

photoplethysmography, decision confidence, and respiratory activity, we obtain several 750 

new findings regarding the integration of cardiac and respiratory signals in perceptual 751 

decision making: We precisely pinpoint the period of lowest tactile detection rate at 250 -752 

300 ms after the R-peak, and we show a variation of confidence ratings across the cardiac 753 

cycle. A further new finding is that confidence ratings are the major determinant of cardiac 754 

deceleration. We confirm previous findings of an alignment of the respiratory cycle to the 755 

task cycle and we observed that this alignment follows closely the modulation of heart 756 

frequency (HF) across the respiratory cycle (sinus arrhythmia) with preferred stimulation 757 

onsets during periods of highest HF. Detection rate was highest in the first quarter of the 758 

respiratory cycle (after expiration onset), and temporal clustering during the respiratory 759 

cycle was more pronounced for hits than for misses and - interindividually - stronger 760 

respiratory phase-locking was associated with higher detection rates. Taken together, our 761 

findings show how tuning to respiration and closely linked cardio-respiratory signals are 762 

integrated to achieve optimal task performance. 763 

 764 

Detection varies across the cardiac cycle and is lowest 250 - 300 ms post R-peak 765 

While replicating the unimodal distribution of hits within the cardiac cycle here for the third 766 

time in an independent study of somatosensory detection (Motyka et al., 2019; Al et al., 767 

2020, 2021), we now located the decreased near-threshold detection rate more precisely 768 

250 - 300 ms after the R-peak, before the pulse wave peak (405 ms) in the middle of the 769 

cardiac cycle (178°). The slope of the pulse wave showed a take-off around 250 ms after the 770 
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preceding R-peak, indicating the onset of the pulse wave arrival. The explanation of the 771 

cardiac cycle effect on somatosensory detection stays speculative. In our previous study (Al 772 

et al., 2020), we found this systolic suppression to be associated with a change in sensitivity 773 

and with a reduction of the P300 SEP component which is commonly assumed to encode 774 

prediction (errors) (Friston, 2005). We therefore postulated that the prediction of the pulse-775 

wave associated peripheral nerve activation (Macefield, 2003) also affects the perception of 776 

other weak stimuli in the same time window since they are wrongly assumed to be a pulse-777 

related ‘artifact’. Our new finding of temporally locating the lower tactile detection at the 778 

pulse wave onset and not during maximal peripheral vascular changes in the finger further 779 

supports this view. Perception of heartbeats has been reported to occur in the very same 780 

time interval of 200 - 300 ms after the R-peak (Yates et al., 1985; Brener and Kluvitse, 1988; 781 

Ring and Brener, 1992). While this temporal judgement is unlikely to be solely based on the 782 

pulse wave in the finger - heartbeat sensations were mainly localized on the chest (Khalsa 783 

et al., 2009; Hassanpour et al., 2016) - it is consistent with the prediction of strongest 784 

heartbeat-related changes at 250 - 300 ms and an attenuated detection of weak stimuli 785 

presented in the same time window. 786 

 787 

Confidence ratings vary across the cardiac cycle 788 

We also show that the cardiac cycle had a relationship with confidence ratings, in addition 789 

to the association of hit/miss responses with confidence ratings. When comparing the 790 

dependent probabilities of the four possible outcomes in near-threshold trials 791 

(unconfident/confident miss/hit) – only the number of confident hits increased at the end of 792 

the cardiac cycle (600 - 800 ms) compared to 0 - 600 ms. 793 
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 By determining M-ratios relating meta-d’ to d’, we show that metacognitive 794 

efficiency for yes-responses is generally higher than for no-responses (close to 1 (“optimal”) 795 

versus below 1 (“inefficient”)). In our data, there was no evidence for an overall modulation 796 

of metacognition across the cardiac cycle. Qualitatively, while metacognition for no-797 

responses is clearly smaller than 1 ("inefficient") for all cardiac intervals, metacognition for 798 

yes-responses seems to be shifted below 1 ("inefficient") at the onset of systole (0 - 200 ms 799 

after R-peak), shifted above 1 ("super-optimal") during the period of 200 - 400 ms, and 800 

stabilizing over 1 at 400 - 800 ms. Future research must show whether this qualitative 801 

observation can be replicated. If so, the systolic variation might be related to a decisional 802 

conflict during an interval with the highest uncertainty whether a weak pulse was 803 

generated internally (heartbeat) or applied externally (Allen et al., 2019). 804 

 The higher confidence ratings for misses than for hits are most likely due to the 805 

higher expectation of no-responses which is about 66% – given 1/3 null trials and 2/3 ‘50% 806 

near-threshold’ trials. For visual decision-making, confidence has been shown to be 807 

influenced by probabilities and - hence - expectations that a stimulus would occur 808 

(Sherman et al., 2015) and that the decision would be correct (Aitchison et al., 2015). In an 809 

independent fMRI study with near-threshold somatosensory stimuli using a four-point 810 

confidence scale, we equally found lower confidence for hits than for misses (Grund et al., 811 

2021). It is not as straightforward to explain the overall lower metacognitive efficiency for 812 

no-responses versus yes-responses. We speculate that it is probably related to the different 813 

likelihoods of the respective decisional alternatives: Among the no-responses ‘Miss’ and 814 

‘Correct rejection’ have an almost equal likelihood while among yes-responses ‘Hits’ are 815 

much more likely than ‘False Alarms’. 816 

 817 
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Heart slowing and perceptual decision making 818 

In the present study, we confirmed cardiac deceleration related to the parasympathetic 819 

correlate of the orienting response to a change in the environment (Sokolov, 1963) for all 820 

trial types even for trials without stimulation and we also confirmed the previously reported 821 

more pronounced heart deceleration with conscious perception was replicated (Park et al., 822 

2014; Cobos et al., 2019; Motyka et al., 2019). Interestingly, however, when confidence 823 

ratings were taken into account this effect was reduced (particularly at two interbeat 824 

intervals after the stimulation) and our findings indicate that heart rate slowing is mainly 825 

due to confidence rating, such that unconfident decision are associated with stronger heart 826 

rate slowing. Increased heart slowing for unconfident decisions might be associated with 827 

uncertainty, because heart slowing has been reported for the violation of performance-828 

based expectations in a learning paradigm (Crone et al., 2003), for errors in a visual 829 

discrimination task (Łukowska et al., 2018), and for error keystrokes by pianists (Bury et al., 830 

2019). Previous studies have linked heart rate changes with confidence. For example, in a 831 

visual discrimination task, confidence has been associated with heart acceleration which - 832 

in turn - attenuated the heart slowing caused by the orienting response to the stimulus 833 

(Allen et al., 2016). Since this effect was reversed by a subliminal and arousing negative 834 

emotional cue, confidence was interpreted as an integration of exteroceptive and 835 

interoceptive signals (Allen et al., 2016, 2019). A related phenomenon may underlie our 836 

results, in that rapid heart rate changes are transmitted upstream to be integrated in the 837 

decision process and particularly its metacognitive aspects. 838 

 Variations in the cardiac cycle were mainly due to changes in the length of diastoles 839 

which is in line with previous literature showing that cardiac cycle length is mainly 840 

modulated by diastole (Levick, 1991). 841 
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 Interestingly, the extent of cardiac deceleration (we tested for all trials and for 842 

correct rejections) showed a positive correlation with near-threshold detection across 843 

participants. This is the case despite the fact that in all participants near-threshold 844 

stimulation intensity was adjusted before the experiment such that they detected about 845 

50% of the stimulus trials. We thus have to assume that from the starting point of about 846 

50% detection rate (without adjustment of the respiration), those participants who had a 847 

more pronounced heart slowing during the experiment improved their detection rate more 848 

than other participants. 849 

 850 

Respiration locking and perceptual decision making 851 

Localizing stimulus onsets in the respiratory cycle revealed that (expected) stimulus onsets 852 

were locked to respiration. During the first thirty trials, the angular difference of onset time 853 

points to the mean angle showed a linear decrease as participants adapted their respiration 854 

rhythm to the paradigm. Intra-individual circular variance of stimulation onsets was lower 855 

for hits than misses, indicating a more pronounced respiratory phase-clustering went along 856 

with a higher likelihood of hits. Hit rates were greater in the first quadrant after expiration 857 

onset compared to all other three quadrants of the respiratory cycle. Furthermore, there 858 

was a negative correlation between intra-individual circular variance of respiration phases 859 

in all trials (and also correct rejections) and near-threshold detection rate across all 860 

participants. Together these results suggest that respiration-locking is beneficial for task 861 

performance. 862 

 Interestingly, the frequency distribution of stimulation onsets closely matched heart 863 

rate changes along the respiratory cycle. Heart rate showed the well-known increase with 864 

expiration and decrease with inspiration (sinus arrhythmia), and stimulus onsets occurred 865 
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most frequently during the period with shortest interbeat intervals i.e., highest heart rate. It 866 

is known that not only heart rate but also neural excitability changes during the respiratory 867 

cycle. In a recent study, the course of alpha power – known to be inversely related to 868 

excitability – across the respiratory cycle has been shown to have a minimum around 869 

expiration onset (Kluger et al., 2021) – the time period when in our study most stimuli were 870 

timed. Also for tactile stimuli, it has been shown that alpha power in central brain areas is 871 

related to conscious detection (Schubert et al., 2009; Nierhaus et al., 2015; Craddock et al., 872 

2017; Forschack et al., 2020; Stephani et al., 2021). Taken together, respiration phase 873 

locking might be used to increase the likelihood to detect faint stimuli in a phase of highest 874 

cortical excitability (attention). 875 

 While the mean angle across all participants locked at expiration onset, participant's 876 

individual mean angles ranged from late inspiration to early expiration (circa >270° and 877 

<90°). The inspiration onset was on average at 211°. Thus, the current data does not allow 878 

to determine whether participants tuned their inspiration or expiration onset. Possibly 879 

participants adapted their respiration rhythm to the cue onset which occurred 500 880 

milliseconds before the stimulus onset. Given a mean respiratory cycle duration of 3.82 881 

seconds, the cue onset was 47 degrees before the stimulus onset. 882 

 883 

Conclusion 884 

The two predominant body rhythms modulate conscious tactile perception. Our data 885 

indicate that phase-locking of respiration facilitates perception by optimal timing of stimuli 886 

in periods of highest heart rate and cortical excitability. Tactile detection and related 887 

decision confidence also vary characteristically during the cardiac cycle and the effects 888 
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seem best explained by an interoceptive predictive coding account which is meant to model 889 

and suppress bodily changes related to the heartbeat.  890 
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